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H

ello, and thank you for all the questions you’ve sent in. Feel free to
continue
submitting
any
new
questions
at
wespenreproductions@gmail.com and put “Q&A” in the subject line, so
we won’t miss your email. As usual, we might have slightly corrected some
grammar in the questions, and at times, we’ve shortened them, but never out of
context.
OK, so let’s start…
QUESTION 1: I´m out on the road, driving my car and I have a friend with me as
we are heading somewhere together. What if we crash and we die simultaneously,
do we see each other moments after death? If so, and considering you´ve learned
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[about] a way out of this matrix/patrix, can I take my friend with me when I escape
the grid, if he trusts me?
ANSWER: There are firsthand experiences from people who have died
simultaneously in accidents and come back, having met each other outside their
bodies. So, we would suggest that sometimes they do and sometimes they don’t.
Having said that, the afterlife is designed in such a way that you are given the
experience that fits your belief system. Each afterlife experience is tailor-made just
for the individual. For this reason, it is unlikely that you would move through this
process with another soul. We, of course, cannot say that this is a guarantee. We
have no way of knowing, personally, and can only base this answer on what we
have heard and read from others who have memory of their afterlife experience.
Just as you have guides who will come for you after death to lead you through the
process, so will this other person.
If we look at it from yet another angle, you can hypothetically take your friend
with you, if your friend gives his or her consent. However, if your friend is
completely ignorant about the KHAA/Greater Universe outside the Matrix, they
might not experience the same things you do. They are not prepared. Just
something to take into consideration, They might not even see a Grid, if it’s not
within their frequency range. It’s more likely that your friend will go the usual
route because of their lack of knowledge.
QUESTION 2: When we/I are finally in the KHAA, after going through the Grid,
will we be masculine, feminine or neutral? Also, if we once again become creator
gods, once through the grid, how are we related to the other gods, i.e. Queen of the
Stars/King En.lil Sr./Prince En.ki/Marduk/Prince En.lil Jr/Isis & Ereshkigal, if we
are 'royal' and the Queen’s soul children? Are we equally related to the others I
mentioned, or will they be seen as we see and look up to the U.K. royal family and
we’ll just be seen as much lower 'royals' down the genealogy line?
ANSWER: People in general have a misunderstanding of masculine and feminine
and compare that to gender—man and woman. This is not accurate. Masculine and
feminine energies have nothing to do with gender. The Universe is feminine in
nature—it’s a creative force. As a creator god, you are using your feminine
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energies when you come up with ideas to create things. It’s the masculine energy
that works on manifesting it “outside,” So; they work in conjunction with each
other. Masculine energies are outgoing and hands-on, while feminine energies are
introverted and creative. Humans, whether they are men or women, have both
masculine and feminine energies inside of them. The same principle applies in the
nonphysical dimensions and densities.
QUESTION 3: When I´m long gone from this planet and have managed to escape
the Patrix, and I’ve willed myself to Orion; if I instruct my children to call for me
when their time is up, will I hear them? If so, can I assist them out of the Patrix?
ANSWER: It’s difficult to say. Here, within this construct, we are very attached to
our loved ones—particularly family. This dynamic might work a little differently
once we’re out of here, and we might not look at things exactly the way we do
now. Therefore, you might be more interested in helping humankind as a whole,
rather than just your immediate family and friends—it remains to be seen.
We don’t know how much communication from this Patrix is being received
outside of it. Some of us have been calling for help for a long time, and we’ve only
been guided to do the work for ourselves, and that is only in a few instances. It
does not seem that help, in the way we think of it, is something that we can receive
from outside of this construct. We don’t have the knowledge or the experience to
understand the details of how this works. We have our own questions regarding
this. We trust that we will better understand some of these things after we have quit
this experiment. One thing we do understand is that we contradict our own
intentions so many times, we must appear to outsiders as very confused. We shun
any religion or savior narrative as being manipulation, and yet we want to be saved
and be saviors ourselves, as well. These two belief patterns contradict and cancel
each other out. We would agree that, for the most part, humanity is deeply
confused.
But is it possible? Theoretically, it might, but even if so, your loved ones need to
take themselves out of the Grid on their own. Once outside, that’s another thing—
then you can definitely meet again and most likely will, if the parties wish to do
that.
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QUESTION 4: You recently stated that the W.P.P. were first published in this
time-loop; how do you know that for a certainty? Are you and all the people that
found your papers 'Glitches'? And... if we are indeed glitches, why now? Why this
time-line/loop? Have a feeling Enki is behind it for some nefarious reason/s.
ANSWER: I, Wes, know this because of the extraterrestrial connection I had on a
daily basis over a period of at least five years while I was writing my papers. This
must be experienced because it’s impossible to “convince” anybody else who has
not had my experience. I can only tell people what I feel convinced about after
having had that connection and done my own research upon that. My conviction is
that this is the first time the WPP were released—it didn’t happen in other timeloops. This has broken a long cycle of reincarnations for me, and hopefully for
many others. The main reason it happened now was because all our research point
towards that we’ll soon go through a “reset,” where our time-loops will be broken.
One road will lead to the Singularity and the other to ascension toward
En.ki’s/EA’s hEAven. If you have a loop that’s been going on “forever,” and you
suddenly insert something new, way out of the ordinary, it’s going to interfere
considerably with the loop. Certain beings from outside the Matrix wanted to know
why the human soul group hasn’t graduated yet.
All I can give you is my own conviction that this is not a mind game by En.ki. I
have no way to prove that to others—only to myself from firsthand experience and
because my source needs to remain anonymous.
QUESTION 5: What would be the task for a human that forgave an overlord
without first visiting your video on "Another Slant on Forgiveness"? As a targeted
individual, I rarely have a moment’s peace. I feel like now has been the only time I
can share my feelings with someone, without fear.
ANSWER: We’re not completely sure we understand the word “task” in this
context, but we’ll try to answer anyway. If you, at this moment, completely forgive
the Overlords, it means that you justify their actions, and they don’t need to make
up for their actions and take their own responsibility. Forgiveness is an energetic
thing and not a physical thing, so to speak. If humanity just forgave the Overlords,
it completely justifies what the Overlords have done, and we have nothing to
“complain” about because they are then off the hook. All that happens is that you
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won’t have a “vote” when it comes to judging their actions later because you’ve
already forgiven them, without them having to make any amends. When we say
“you,” it’s not directed to you personally but to everybody. The question is, why
would you forgive them?
You have defined yourself as a “targeted individual”. We don’t know exactly in
what way you’re targeted, but we’ll try to give a general answer. If this is how you
identify yourself, then this is what you will be. We project what we are to the
external reality by what we feel inside. Most people do not realize that their state
of fear is what is creating the fearful experiences they have. You are attracting
things that make you afraid by being afraid of them. Work on overcoming your
fears and whatever it is that you are experiencing will dissolve and go away to find
someone else that is easier to frighten. This is the only thing that is feeding and
giving strength to these interactions. Please see our video on Thoughtforms for
more things to consider regarding this issue.
QUESTION 6: In Video 177 you say twin-flames is a Luciferian experiment to see
if people can "ascend" faster. I thought it was a universal phenomenon, for instance
we have the Aeons, who were created in pairs. Also, we have binary stars, and so
on, "as above, so below”. What do you think?
ANSWER: From what we understand, this phenomenon isn’t present everywhere
in the Universe. There are beings who exist in the Universe who have not had their
soul split/divided in the way we have come to understand Twin Flames. This
seems to be strictly something that is done here. Duality is not something that is
experienced everywhere in the Universe.
It’s our understanding that here on Earth, at one point or another, En.ki decided to
put two splinters from the same soul in the same time-loop so they had the
potential to find each other. He probably wanted to see how that would affect a
soul’s evolution within the Construct/Matrix.
QUESTION 7: Willingness of the One/Law of Attraction, who gave us this
information which makes it possible for those of us who are searching to have this
information? Who do you mean as being the 'ONE?'... THE QUEEN OF ORION?
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ANSWER: By the ONE, we understand this to mean the KHAA or the Universe as
She exists in the wholeness of creation. Who gave us or made it possible for us to
find information that we are seeking? We do. Everything we ever wanted to know
is contained within us. WE are the Living Library.
If we want to break it down some more, we could say there are two “ONEs.” The
real ONE is the Divine Feminine, whom many call Source, All That Is, First
Source, and so on, as mentioned above. It’s Spirit, who has always existed because
She (Spirit) existed before time. This is not the Queen, but the Queen is the first
emanation of the Divine Feminine/Spirit. The Queen, who then perceived Herself
as an exterior part of the Divine Feminine, went out to create the universes. The
other “ONE” is a fake—it’s En.ki playing God (and sometimes Goddess,
depending on the circumstance). En.ki has placed himself here as a mimic of the
Goddess (the Queen), and even he acknowledges a Source in some religions, but
he teaches through his proxies that Source is masculine and sometimes neuter—
very rarely feminine. We are living in a patriarchy. The information about
Oneness, as we’ve known it in this construct, comes from En.ki. But before he
gave us amnesia, we knew that the Universe is feminine, which is evident in most
ancient texts.
QUESTION 8: Why do you suppose not too many people have opened up their
minds to the W.P.P. (Wes Penre Papers)? Are they all still asleep? Or are they not
meant to know as part of their freewill or lack thereof?
ANSWER: From our perspective, many people have opened their minds to
consider this information. What they choose to do with this information is up to
them.
We believe there are not many souls here from the original human soul group that
inhabited Tiamaat. It’s our impression that most people on Earth lack the original
soul and are therefore of the Construct (En.ki made copies/mimics of the real soul,
and we call this the Artificial Soul) or they are star beings from outside, who have
been trapped here. The latter can potentially be drawn to this information, but it’s
harder for them because they are not of the Queen’s soul energy. They don’t feel
the same “pull.” The former, will never be drawn to us because it’s not real for
them. To them, this construct is all there is—and they are correct in that. Thus, it’s
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a matter for those of the original soul group to find this material, and many of them
are still stuck in trauma and the burdens of daily life. They are still too distracted to
be able to “wake up.”
QUESTION 9: John dies at age of 25, and his parents, age 52, continue living.
John goes through the Tunnel of Light and gets immediately incarnated. But how
when his parents continue living?
ANSWER: Because “time” does not work the way most of us believe it works.
There can be many, many, many alternate timelines or realities co-existing at the
same moment. There are many “you’s” existing at this moment, concurrently. You
are just focusing on THIS experience and therefore your awareness of these other
aspects is limited. Part of this is due to the design of this particular experiment. We
are created here with our awareness being cut off, or in other words, amnesia.
There are intentional blocks or barriers in place that are part of our make-up, which
make it very difficult, if not impossible, to focus our awareness on more than one
experience at a time. However, KNOW THIS - You are infinite in your
awareness/consciousness! You have the ability to focus different aspects of your
consciousness in many different “areas”, simultaneously, and doing this does not
diminish the wholeness that is you. You can send out your fires into many different
areas of focus and each of those fires contain the entire “YOU”, while at the same
time the “YOU” that is also focused on the present moment is not lessened in the
slightest. You can do this as many times as you want and never exhaust yourself or
“run out”, in any way. We are infinite and eternal. While in here, though, we are
made to forget this.
We create different timelines on a continual basis—we branch out and spread our
soul energy across different potential timelines. So, you can still incarnate on a
timeline that is very similar to the one you live in now, where your parents are still
27 years old when you are born, just like last time. It’s similar to if you sit down
and think yourself to Australia and Norway at the same time…your mind/energy
will exist in two different places. You split your mind and your thoughts, i.e. you
send your soul fire to two different places at once, or almost at once. This might
sound esoteric, but in YOUR personal Universe, there is only you, and you are the
Creator.
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QUESTION 10: Knowing what we know now in regards to how Enki and Marduk
pose as various gods, Enki's Singularity, so on and so forth; could I still have this
knowledge and still be Pagan, but instead not work with these gods and goddesses
since I know of their true identity (in some way)? Do they only pose as gods, or do
they pose as goddesses as well?
ANSWER: When we think “pagan,” it usually means you are not a Christian.
However, the important thing is how you direct your energy—whom you are
giving your energy to. People who don’t know who Pan is—or any other god or
deity, for that matter—will give their energy away. Just don’t give your energy
away to some outside deity, god, or goddess.
Yes, these beings can choose to identify themselves as anything they want. They
are not limited by masculine or feminine energy. There have been many
indications that female deities have impersonated males and males have
impersonated females. You are free to decide what you want to do. However, we
would not encourage worship of any kind. It is our understanding that the Spirit
which was embodied in and expressed as our original planetary home does not
inhabit THIS experiment in the same way. It is most likely that En.ki has placed
HIMSELF as Goddess, where Earth is concerned.
QUESTION 11: Rumour has it that the controllers are culling the sheeple; if they
need energy from us to support this reality and themselves, why the cull?
ANSWER: There are many rumors floating around about culling the population.
It’s true that people get less and less children these days, but other than that, we
don’t see much culling going on—not more than it’s always been. If they need to
cull it, they will do so in covert manners, like viruses and staged and directed
catastrophes, but right now, they do need a certain amount of people. However,
there is probably a limit to how many people they can handle and control. What
that limit is, we don’t know. So, we’re not saying there won’t be any cull at all, but
to what degree? There is a lot of fear-mongering on this subject out there, and we
believe that’s the main purpose.
Consider watching this video to the final end, so you don’t miss out on our video
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miniseries about the history of humankind from the birth of our souls up until
present time. If you missed earlier episodes, the miniseries started with Episode 1
at the end of Video 187. There will be one episode at the end of each of our regular
videos. Hope you’ll find these short-movies interesting!
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